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Frank Stice, a 
junior  student majoring in art, enjoys the exhibit The
 Greatest Album Covers That Never Were" in the
 Natalie and lames 
Thompson Art Gallery in 
the Art building Wednesday afternoon. The 
exhibit  will be up until Sept. 24. 
Business




By Yasuyo Nagata 
Dail  Staff Writer 
The days of active business 
have come back for 
local    ies 
near campus since 
the school year 
started, and some are providing
 





Many students are away trim 
the businesses during the
 summer, 
as they may 
conunute
 or live at 
home. 
Business was very slow 
dur-
ing the summer 
at the Tapioca 
Express at 457 
E.
 San 
Carlos  St.. 
said 
Gilbert  Leong,
 an employee. 
Once the school 
year
 started, it 
became much busier. Leong said.
 
"NOt AS (MAIM pt pie Were 
here when students weren't here." 











where  usually 
many
 customers  stand
 in A line out 
the 
door




majority  of customers at La 
Victoria
 are students, Barrita said. 
"We'll get packed for lunch 
(at)
 11 all (the) 






 After that, 
more students ionle in (during 
the) afternoon Atter they got out 
from the classes." he sad 
BAnita 
said
 he thinks about 
students' titian al situations, and 
see 
BUSINESS.
 page 6 
Organization  
faire  
hosts  133 
groups 
By 







transtinmed into a bustling hub of 
AStiVity AS the Associated Students 
held its annual Student Organiza-
tion FAIR yesterday. 
Out 
of












Chavez And near the Student 



















San Jose resident temporarily 
recycles for a  living, earns $50 a day
 





If students are looking to 
earn some 
extra
 book ITIOney, 
there is a job 
available
  except this job does not 
pay 




 be there. 





 may have 
noticed  a 
man with
 a blue grocery
 basket 
on campus
 collecting res 
vs !able+ 
everyday  to 
earn
 some cash. 
Ray Villa, a San 
Jose resident, 
has been s 
ollecting 



































 said he 
makes
 












"I get abou 
for cans and 








 goal WAS to introduce 
students, espesially
 incoming fresh-









 A freshman 
liberal studies major, was delighted
 
with the 















 "Everyone's friendly and 



















"I get About $1.25
 for 






I.. ttles,"  Villa 
said. 

















San Jose resident 
Ile said he takes  the 
recyclable.
 to the 
recys ling center the Albertson\  
at 272 E. 
Santa Clara St. 
said 






 cans and bottles 
le 
also said 
he has to turn 
them in by 
p.m. 






















Spiings.  where he 
lived  tor 10 
years.  




 A landscaping 
joh
 
but it is 
hard  
because  
no one is hiring. 
Villa said 
that  he is getting 
tired  of looking for 
cans 
everyday, 




hopes  to get A 
landscaping
 job soon 
so he does not 
11.1Ve to 













By Anna Malin 
Daily Stan'. Writer 
Humble and friendly, Uni-
versity 
Police  Department Chief 
.Andre Barnes arrived at San Jose 
State University in February, eager 








later, he has effectively 
formed  a relationship, 
not 







Sgt. Robert Noriega. 
who has 
been
 with the 
department since 
1987. 










and make those community ties, 
and he is leading us by example," 
he said. 







 would like to have more ail 
an impact in their (the students') 
daily life." 
fie said he wants students to 
know more about the services the 
department provides,  and that "we
 






!here is A police department on 
ampus, others 
want  to learn more 




 to a joint university-
UPD  Surveys last year. 
Laura  Veihdeffer, 
An SJSU 
graduate, said 
she has seen 
security  on campus at 
night,  but 
is unfamiliar 
with  the services the 








across  campus, but other 
than 
that,  I don't 
know,"
 she said. 
lnlike 
Veihdeffer,
 Ruth Ann 
Moline,
 An SiS11
 sophomore. said 
she
 knows about the I PI) e   
service, 
but  would like 
to know 













the campus late at 
night and would 
like A police escort to walk 
them
 to 




faculty  A number 
of
 
other services,  including
 counsel -
.n,  reteira: 
services  and parking 
and traffic enforcement services. 
In addition to those, they also offer
 
personal safety training courses, 
such as first aid and campus safety 
courses, Barnes said. 
Sgt Paul Marshall, who has 
been
 with the depart-
ment tor more 
than  
BARNES 




seeks  feedback 
t roil, the campus 
and 
Clik ..urages officers 
if, 





 faculty and 
the external com-
niunity.. 
"I have heard a lot 
I it people 
on campus 








ommimity  - 
oriented," he said 
Noriega










sphere) has c hanged quite A hit in 
that we work with the community 
more. \Alien I first started it was 
an us -against -them atmosphere. 
The police department was very 
separatist," he said. 





















"I thtnk I have sh.rie well out-
side 




met  some it.  the
 kev players 
here, and I have tried to 
be
 open to 










said the department 
has 
tinniest














( Inc such partnership is a 
rape aggression defense c.iune 
nir 
wonien



















o  of 
is
 ne  
five instruct,irs that teaCh the 12 -
floor  









 and $10 
hit non






s011 I II111.111 ).ill  
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Ray
 Villa of San lose shows off his recycling 
collection  outside the Student Union Wednesday 
after-
noon. 
Villa used to be a landscaper but temporarily
 collects recyclables for a living. Villa 
typically  
receives
 S25 a (artful. 















 to home than 
expected
 
Jordan seems like an unusual
 vacation destination for 
Americans during the 
summer.
 It's hot, dusty and dry. 
Some  say there are other reasons 
for  not wanting to go 
there 
at all, such as alleged terrorism
 or hostility toward 
Americans,
 but I still have yet to understand
 what they are 
talking 
about. 
Flying into the Qpeen Alia airport 
in Amman, Jordan, I 
was promptly
 greeted by a security 
officer.  
He asked
 where I was staying and for 
how  long, stamped 
my passport,
 and said, "Welcome to 
Jordan,"
 in a distinctively 
heavy 
Arabic  accent. 
All 
the  hoopla from the press 
about  the dangers of 
traveling
 to the Middle East  I thought
 I was going to be 
interrogated  about my reasons for being 





 one of the many lessons I learned 
from
 my trip 
to Jordan. 
Walking
 happily past him  happy because the 
longest 
flight of my life 
(18
 
hours,  plus three layovers) was over  
I 
was even happier to 
see  my boyfriend in his 
"natural  habitat." 
When I -first met 
my boyfriend, nearly three years  
ago, I 
knew nothing about 
Jordan.
 By this time, however, I'd 
spent  
hours researching Jordanian
 and Middle Eastern life, 
culture,  
people and politics. 
Jordan is a kingdom that is mostly
 desert, mostly Palestin-
ian and mostly hot during the 
summer. It is also reputed 
for 
having the most hospitable 
people
 in the Middle East. 
Hundreds  of immigrants have found
 their way into Jordan, 
further 
crowding
 the high -density capital.
 
Though  the numbers are seriously
 debated among 
Jordanians, Palestinians
 make up between 60 percent
 and 70 
percent of the 
population. 
I had many 
expectations  for the trip. I assumed I 
would  
hang out with 
Bedouins,  ride a camel, speak politics, 
see 
unusual, historic and Biblical sights and generally 
haves
 better 
understanding of a culture that is supposedly dangerous.
 
I also expected to prove to not only myself,
 but to critics 
that say the Middle East is a dangerous place to travel, that 
an American woman can travel 
the  region safely 
and have a positive experience. 
I fulfilled these all. 
The culture seems to have its 
values  gener-
ally understood (family and
 friends first, work 
second), but as usual, the 
younger generation 
pushes the boundaries of entertainment. 
Before I left, people asked 
me,  "What are 
you going to do for fun 
in Jordan?" based on the 
assumption that because 
it
 is a Muslim country 
there is no alcohol.
 
Another assumption proven wrong. 
I spotted women 
wearing  skirts with their 
butts on the verge of 
hanging
 out, with cleavage 
jumping out and 





 were lively as men and women
 
danced 
together  or within groups, usually 
with
 
alcohol not too 
far from their hands. 
Though I expected to cover my head occasionally, 
there 
was 
not  a need to. There were far more women with their 
heads exposed than those wearing a veil. 
By
 
the way, many of the young men and women from ages 
16 to 25 speak extremely articulate English. Of 
Course,  this 
was the upper class minority in Jordan. 
Because there is virtually no middle class, you are either 
one of those who grew 
up
 selling gum 
to people  on the
 side 
of the road 
or were driving
 past those kids while you 
were  in a 
Mercedes, Jaguar, Porsche,
 BMW or Volkswagen. 
Many of those with money 




from the cars they drive
 to the homes they five in. 
SPARTA 
GUIDE 
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and 
staff members. The deadline for entries is noon 
three 
working days before the 
desired  publication
 date. 
Entry  forms are
 available in the
 Spartan 
Daily  office in 
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to 
spartandailyiecasa.sjsu.edu  titled "Sparta Guide." 
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order 
in
 which they are received. 
TODAY 
Panhellenic Sorority 
A sorority recruitment will take place from 9 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. at Paseo de Cesar Chavez. For more 
information, call Kary Crumm at 924-5958.
 
School of Art and Design 
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take 
place from 10 a.m. to 4 pall. in the Art building. For 
more information, call 924-4330. 
SJSU 
Catholic  Campus Ministry 
Mass will take place at 12:1013.M. at the SJSU 
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more 
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610. 
Phi Gamma
 Delta 
A barbecue with Lamda Sigma Gamma sorority will 
take place at 5 p.m. at Paseo de Cesar Chavez. For 
more  information, call 293-3454. 
Asian
 Baptist Student Koinonia 
A new student welcome night will take place at 
6 p.m. in the Umunhum room of the Student  Union. 
For more information, call Chantra Chao at 
472-2465. 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
A root beer kegger featuring music, dancing and a 
bonfire will take place at 8 p.m. at 33 S. Ninth St. For 
more information, call Mark Depold at 421-9281. 
FRIDAY  
Panhellenic Sorority 
A sorority recruitment will take place from 9 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. at Paseo de Cesar Chavez. For more 
information, call Kary Crumm at 924-5958. 
SJSU Catholic- Campus Ministry 
Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. at the SJSU 
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more 
information, call Father Mike Carson at 
938-1610.
 
School  of Art and Design 
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take 
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For 
more information, call 924-4330. 
Phi Gamma Delta 
A night of hot wings and entertainers will take place 






Catholic  Campus Ministry 
"Faithful Citizenship." will take place at 6 p.m. at the 
SJSU Catholic 
Campus  
Ministi  y lounge. 
For more 





sorority recruitment will take place from 9 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m: at Paseo de  Cesar
 Chavez. For more infor-







 place at 12:10 p.m. at the SJSU 
Catholic  Campus Ministry chapel. For more infor-
mation, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610. 
Jewish Student Union 
A planning meeting will take place at 2 p.m. 
in the 
Pacifica
 room of the Student Union. For more infor-
mation, call Dylan
 at 286-6669. 
Associated Students Campus Recreation 
A three -on -three basketball league meeting _will take 
place at 3 p.m. at the Associated Students House. 
Anyone interested in joining an intramural basketball 
team is encouraged to attend. For more information, 
call Rita Chandler at 924-6266. 
Associated Students Campus Recreation 
A flag football league meeting to form flag football 
teams will take place at 4 p.m. at the Associated 
Students House. Anyone interested in joining an 
intramural flag football team 
is
 encouraged to 
attend.
 
For more information, call Rita Chandler at 
924-6266.
 
Pride of the Pacific Islands 
The first  general meeting of the semester will take 
place 
from 5:30 
p.m.  to 7 p.m. in the Pacifica room 
of the Student
 Union. For more information, call 
Courtney Tarifa at 924-2221. 
SJSU Catholic 
Campus  Ministry 
"Faith 
Formation"  will  take place front 
5:30 p.m. to 
7:30 p.m. at the SJSl I Catholic Campus Ministry 
chapel.













 take place from 7 p.m. to 
8 p.m. in the Guadalupe room of 
the Student Union. 
For more int; inflation, call I:arid at 382-9094. 
WEDNESDAY
 






2004,"  a community  service 
showcase,
 will be 
held  from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
Paseo de Cesar 
Chavez.  There will be a free barbecue 
anti 







 for Service Learning 
A 













 with a 25 -year -old woman from 
Amman who studied interior design in Canada, she explained 
the difficulty of being a designer in Jordan. 
"The women here are in constant 
competition. Even if I 
tell them, 'No, that doesnt look good,' they 
will ignore me because 
they
 want what their 
friend has." 
That sounds strikingly familiar to a culture 
that I know. 
It is assumed that women in the 'Middle 
East  are oppressed  and uneducated. While 
this may be true for the region as a whole, it 
depends on which class you re talking about. 
Many 
of the Jordanian
 women I met from 
the upper class were 
successful,  articulate and 
free  very different than the false _percep-
tion that all women
 in the Middle East are 
oppressed.  
I 
met  women who were lawyers, entrepre-
neurs, recent college graduates, and one who 
was the editor -in
-chief of a newspaper. 
These women, however, are rarely given 
media attention. Instead, the "poster
 women" for the -Middle 
East 
are  those who are 
veiled from head
 to toe 
with only
 a slit 
for their
 eyes. 
While these women are 
spotted in Jordan, it is not unusual 
to see them walking next to a woman 
with
 heavy make-up, 
highlighted hair, painted nails, tight pants and a slinky top. 
Veiled women were also spotted swimming fully clothed 
with 
their  veils on. 
During my 
three-week stay in Jordan there were several of 
these first-time sightings for me. 
I also randomly saw camels 
on the side of the road and falafel stands everywhere. 
Instead of Starbucks, coffee stands are set up along the 
freeways,
 looking a lot like the Kool-Aid stands I  used to have 




seen  being 
especially  
bold.  People would 
just cross the 
freeway




 there were 
crosswalks  one 
foot away, 
Jordanians 
would  opt to walk in 
the
 street. 
Another  interesting 
aspect to Jordanian




 tribes of Jordan, 
which can be spotted 
while 
driving any where
 in Jordan. Sheep
 and clotheslines
 
were Often seen an the 
middle of the 
freeway,
 both of which 
belonged to the Bedouin. 








afternoon,  we 
watched







I expected my 
trip to be an 
exotic, Middle 
Eastern
 adventure, it was
 not too different





Jordan, a country 




 wrong. Granted. 











overpopulation and pollution. But 
Jordan is more than a 
country




 with terrorism. 
There 
were  no hate crimes against
 me. 
I was not 
discriminated against 
because
 I was a woman. 
My safety was not at risk  
I 
did  not have to wear a veil. 
Their  realities are close to ours. 
Their
 values are similar to 
ours. It is just a place where people are living their lives,  
just 
like anywhere else in the world. 
Jennifer McLain is the Spartan Daily Executive Editor 
'Oxymoron' appears 




 a birthday becomes 
something  best ignored 
Wow. Who would've thought I'd 
be talking with I Lille 
Berry? And she's acting like there's nothing unusual about me 
wearing  
Music blasts out of my clock radio. I jump up and reach 
over to turn
 off the alarm. 
I flop my head back on my pillow. If I shut my eyes and 
concentrate, maybe I can keep
 the dream going ... 
After a few minutes, I give up on that. It's not working. 
Even 
so, I want to wait 
a hit before getting up. 
Suddenly,
 my 
eyes  pop open.
 
Uh-oh,  it's 
Sept. 2, isn't it? 
That means it's my turn on that annual ride 
none 
of
 us can avoid 
 my birthday. 
I'd rather not have anyone snake too much 
about it. Instead, let it be a day like any other. 
So if I keep quiet. I'll be able to  stay under 
people's
 radar. 




If you like to party, you don't need an excuse 
 although a birthday is a 




If you hate being 
the center of attention, 
though, you're content
 to let it slide by. 
When you're young, you often 
have  reason 
to look foiward to 
your birthday. Some years 
are especially noteworthy  16,
 114, 21. From 
22 to 24, yoU're in a sort 
of
 limbo About your birthday be. AOC 
everything is legal; 
there's
 nothity you're still anticipating that 
is tied to attaining a certain 
age.
 But around the time yttll hit ".I 
quarter century," you start noticing the 






nagging  reminders that 
another year has gone by without 
finishiny
 -- or maybe even 








your mental to do" list. 
And it's worse anytime
 you reach a ear divisible by five. 
"Wait a minute. How can I he 30 ....15 ... 511 already?" 
OK.  I'm getting older, but 
let's leave this day out of it. I 
know that this past year, since 
again.  I didn't land t;rri Park Place. 
1 don't need everyone to notice my 




Just let me begin my next cycle 
around the board Peacefully.
 
Of course, I wouldn't 
mind  a few little remembrances. It'd 
be 
nice  to get a phone 
call  from
 Susie  or tit MI 
Andy
 or Bob, 
since I haven't heard from either
 of them for months. And I 
hope 
my kids remember on their own this year. 
As r step out of my house. I 
recall the year when I started 
my car to head tin work and "Birthday" by. the Beatles was 
snu 
the 
radio.  It was a nice 
bit  of 
serendipity
 to have them 
sing  to 
me. It would he too weird if it happened again, though. 
RON PANGRAC 
On the 
drive in, Keanu Reeves pops nits,  my head. 
For years, the biggest celebrity I shared my birthday
 with 
was Mark 
Harmon. As I'm sure everyone remembers, he was 
People
 magazine's Sexiest Man Alive in 1986, when he 
WJ,  
starring on the 
TV
 show "St. Elsewhere." 
I first fistind out I shared a birthday with 
keanu  Reeves dur 
ing his "Bill and Ted" and "Point
 
Break" days. I didn't 
mention 
it very often, though. until "The Matrix" came out. 
Nowadays,
 I share the dAy with 
SAII11.1 
I latek as well. Things Are picking up 
Is it because 
OW
 
culture is OriseSSetl 
with celebrity that we can each name a 
few famous people 
with
 whom we share 
iitir
 birthday' Or is it just nice to 
know 
of 
others  who are 
marking 
the 
day,  too? 
After
 all, as 
I look
 at 
my  fellow driver, 
on 
the 
road, I can tell that, to them, 
tht 
day  is largely unremarkable. 
Because 
if




















 the classosini, I'm just 
amither  
of 














 the plus side, the fewer
 







 times I will have to listen
 to 
trite 
jokes like "Well. 








In class, my mind 












twin.  It that were the case. 
WOUld  have had someone to celebrate
 the day with when I 
was younger 
 
and someone to 









on my cell 
phone  
again. I see that I missed a 
call from
 Susie












remember  my 
birth ay, it would be him. 
I call Susie, and we talk for




 wishes me a happy birthday,  then 
he asks if I'll be 
doing  laundry "sin He needs some pants 
washed,  hut he's out with his 
friends. 
As I end rite call, It 
has  111e: l'up, juSf allOther 
day.  
Ron l'angrai  if a Spartan 
L>atly prodivtion editor 
Reloading" appears curry 
Thaindav.
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 Send address 
, flanges to the Spartan I >aily, 
Safi Jose State I /niversity, One 
Washington
 Square, San Jose, CA 
95192 -0149 











 with a letter to the 
editor.
 
A letter to the editor
 is a 
retilloriSe
 ft,





has  appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
Only
 letters between 2110 to 400
 words will be considered 
for publication.
 
Submissions  become property
 of the Spartan 
Daily  and 
may be 
edited tin clarity, 
grammar,
 libel
 and length. 
Submissions  must 
contain  the author's name, address, 
phone  her,
 signature and 
major.  
Submissions may he 
placed in the Letters to the 
Editor 
box at the Spartan Daily 





 by fax tin 
(40)4)924-1237,
 e mail 
at spartan 
dailysocasasisu.edu
 or mailed to the 
Spartan
 Daily Opinion 
Editor, School  id 
Journalism  
and 
Mass Communications,  
San 
Jose State University, 
One  Washington Square, 
San 
Jose,
 CA 96192 1)149. 
Editorials  are 









 do not necessarily 
reflect the views 
of 
the Sp  i 
Daily,
 the School of 
Jinirnalisin
 and Mass 
Communications




































































Gamero  spent 
three weeks








Mirador.  One night




 soup into his 
bowl, he 





"There was a big 
fish eyeball in the 
soup,  and she grabbed
 it and ate it like 
.1
 gumball," 
Gamero  said. 
While that 
childhood
 upset could 
have  soured 
Gamero
 on Peruvian 
food 
forever,
 he has since
 grown to 
appreciate the 
cuisine
 of his ancestors, 
savoring dishes
 like "arroz con polo" 
(chicken served 
over  cilantro rice) and 
"picorones" (a type 
of doughnut made 
from  
squash).  




Olga Enciso Smith, owner and 
manager of Inca Gardens, a Peru-
vian and South American restaurant 
in downtown San 
Jose,  said Peruvian 
cooking  
has  roots in 
both Spanish and 
lncan traditions. 
Chicken, pork and lamb are popu-
lar in stews, she said, but "ceviches" 
 seafood cocktails marinated in lime 
juice with tomato, cilantro and onion 
 are A national favorite. 
Alth.,ugh foods like "empanadas" 
(meat and cheese filled pastries) or 
tamales can be found throughout 
Latin America, Enciso Smith said the 
Peruvian way of preparing those items 
makes them distinct. Mexican tamales 
use a corn flour 
called  "masa' and are 
wrapped in cornhusk, 
while  Peruvians 
use an Andean corn called 
"choclo" 




"It's nice because someone from 
Chile can come in (to the restaurant) 
and find something similar to what 
they're used to," said Enciso Smith, 
who was born and raised in Peru's 
capital city, Lima, and moved to the 
United States in 1963. 
"We also have a lot of regional food 
because Peru is so diverse (geographi-
cally)," she said. "On the coast we have 
great seafood, and in the Andes there's 
a lot of 
meat, corn and potatoes." 
According to the National Geo-
graphic News Web site, nearly 4,000 
varieties
 of potato grow in the Andes, 
and they were first cultivated by the 
Inca civilization  some 8,000 years ago. 
With altitudes reaching15,000 feet, 
the harsh weather and poor mountain 
soil make it impossible for many plants 




staple  of the diet, potatoes are in-
cluded in virtually every Peruvian dish, 
whether accompanying the entree or 
serving as the 
main  dish itself. 
"Its our native food and our 
contribution to the world," Enciso 
Smith  said. 
One classic Peruvian appetizer is 
"papas a la huancaina," which consists 
of sliced and boiled potatoes, lettuce, 
olives and eggs, covered in a spicy 
sauce. 
With a variety of colors, shapes, 
sizes and textures, some of the pota-
toes found in Peruvian cuisine taste 
nothing like those grown in America, 
Enciso Smith said. 
"Some of them are small and 
look more like carrots. Then there's 
another kind that tastes more like a 
nut," Enciso Smith said. 
Another common flavor in Peruvian 
NASCAR track 
sprayed  




FONTANA  -- Crews sprayed 
pesticides 
Wednesday  around 
the California Speedway to help 
prevent an outbreak
 of West Nile 
virus among the thousands of 
fans 
expected to attend 
a NASCAR race 
this weekend. 
losal
 officials decided to spray 
for mosquitoes because Sunday's race  
will be at 
dusk,  when the insects are 
active. The city
 of Fontana has been 
one of the most severely atlected in 
California
 during this 
year's
 outbreak 





tion, given the large number of 
people that will be at the Speedway," 
said  David Wert, a spokesman for 
San 
Bernardino  County 
The race Sunday is expected 
to 
attract 
some  100,000 fans, with 
about twice
 that number attending 
races through
 the weekend at the 
Speedway. About 15,000 people will 
be staying in motor homes in the 
track's infield. 
Speedway spokesman Dennis 
Bicirrneier said the track will
 also en-
courage fans
 to wear insect repellant. 
San 
Bernardino
 County has 
been among 
the counties hardest 
hit 
by the West Nile virus, which 
has 
infected  at least 370 people in 
the state so far this year and killed 
10.
 The county has had 134 
of those 




June, authorities sprayed 
a mist 
of pesticides in a Fontana neighbor-
hood that is home to five 
members  
of
 the same family who 
contracted 
West Nile virus. 




 has also 
sprayed  in 
Colton,
 
Needles and Redlands. 
 ADD A DRINK TO ANY
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cooking is the aji pepper. Although the 
pepper is found in several countries, 
Enciso Smith said there are some that 
are exclusive to Peru. 
"We use 
three 
kinds  of aji
 in 
our 
menu," she said. "I have to 





 they don't 
grow here." 
One Pauvian student, Jenny 
Pagaza, said while her 
mother  
finds  
preparing traditional meals too time-
consuming, her father loves perfecting 
his recipes and sharing all aspects of 
his culture with others. 
"He's very proud of his country. 
He even turned our garage into a 
little Peruvian museum with all 
kinds 
of dolls, music and folkloric art," the 
senior Spanish major said. 
As in many Hispanic 
countries,  
Pagaza said, preparing and enjoying 
meals is a central part of Peruvian 
culture,
 providing an opportunity 
for 
family and friends
 to spend time 
together.
 
Gamero, the SJSU graduate, agreed 
and said every August his family holds 
a reunion feast in New  I Iampshire. 
"The cooking goes on all day, 
with 
people taking breaks to go swimming," 
he said. 
Pagaza said she once 
spent an 
entire day in the kitchen with her
 
father learning to make one of 
her  
favorite meals, "papa rellena." 
To make the dish, balls of mashed 
potato are stuffed with a spicy 
ground 
beef, dipped in an egg batter and 
fried 
 a process she said is too complicated 
for everyday fare. 
"It takes a long time to 
make  them 
because you 
have
 to get 
everything  just 
right," Pagaza said. 
"So meals like that 
are kind of a treat." 
Another  
Peruvian  
delicacy is "cu," 
or guinea pig, which restaurant
 owner 
Enciso Smith said tastes similar to 
rabbit meat 
















 I h,imas Ruh' 'staff 
Olga Enciso Smith, owner of Inca Gardens on East San Fernando Street, serves Estefado de Came, a Peruvian 
beef stew made with mushrooms, bay leaves and carrots, alongside rice and boiled potatoes. Enciso Smith 
said that rice and potatoes are Peruvian staples. 
never had it,
 but my brother 
lia 
and he 
said it was really good," 
Gainer. said. would 
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with onion, tomato 
an 
potato.
 and served with white 
rice.  
"I had 
a friend call me the day 
after a 
family party, just to see if 
we 













morada," a punch -like drink made 
from purple corn and sweetened 
with citrus, or the country's famous, 
bright yellow soft drink. frika Cola. 
Police 
officers in Mexico 
suspected
 of drug smuggling 
Associated Press 
TIJUANA,
 Mexico  Federal 
authorities are seeking the arrests of at 
least 28 state investigators and police 






border, on charges they took bribes to 
protect 
drug smugglers. 
The inn. tin,  Tuesday night 
came after narcotic -related violence 
killed
 two police officers
 and two 
other people in the span of just a few 
hours in this violent border city, which 
neighbors San Diego. 
On Monday evening, Tijuana 
homicide investigator Jose Rosario 
Cevallos was driving home when he 
was forced







opened  tire 
with 
niachine guns and killed hini, said 
Francisco 
Castro,  a blotni:Ide prosek Si 
tor with the federal 























































ml 'rig with the remains
 
of two men 
%vliose identities 





















work ot pnitessionals with 
links
 to drug -smugglers.
 Castro 
said.  
Castro said at a news conference 
Tuesday that federal auth, gities 
believe both men were


















a toe drug -running lieu-
tenant for the Tituana-based Arellano 
Felix gang before defecting to another 
smuggling



























Daily Staff Writer 
When 
people think of 
the  word "cigar," 
they  may 
think 
about the rich 
aroma  that they give 
off or the 
pungent taste
 in their mouths while
 savoring one. 
For other 
individuals though, 
when  thinking about 
the history
 of cigars, they think
 of Cuba. 
Cigars have




 plant is a cash 
crop
 that has been 
 and is 
still  in high 
demand
 around the world.
 
Wolf
 Harmon, an 
employee  at 
Mission
 Pipe 
Shop at 1205 The 
Alameda,  said tobacco 
and sugar 
cane make up 
90
 percent of Cuba's gross
 product. 
Cubans have taken
 advantage of the 
climate
 in 
their country to 
propagate  these plants 
and produce 
cigars with their
 leaves and seeds. 
Harmon  said. 
In Cuba, men are 
usually  the ones who are 
involved
 in the planting 
of
 the tobacco plants.
 
"Women are 
usually  the ones who
 roll the 
cigars.
 The skills involved 
in cigar -making are 
usually
 passed down from 
generation  to generation," 
Harmon said. 
According to 
a Miami cigar Web
 site, there 
are six significant
 brands of Cuban
 cigars: Cohiba,  
MonteCristos, Partagas, Romeo
 y Julieta, El Rey 
Del Mundo and Coronas.
 
"It is the 




smokes,"  said Rishi Saran,
 an employee at 
Club Havana Premium 
Cigars  Inc. located at 860 El 
Paseo De Saratoga 
in Saratoga. Punch is 
made  with 
Cuban -seed tobaccos
 that are grown in 
Honduras.  
Although
 some people believe 
that
 Cuban cigars 
are illegal, there is such a 
thing  as legal Cubans. 
Saran said legal 
Cuban cigars are cigars that were 
imported
 before the embargo in 1957. According 
to the 
Web  site for the Office of 
Foreign
 Assets 
Control, a division of the U.S. Treasury
 Department, 
The Cuban 
Assets  Control 
Regulations
 were issued 
by the U.S. Government
 on 8 July 1963 
under the 
Trading
 with the Enemy 
Act in response to 
certain  
hostile actions 
by the Cuban government." 
Club Havana 
Premium
 Cigan sells legal 
Cuban 
cigars known as Pinar 




Pipe Shop which also 
sells  this brand, 
said they are grown 
in the Pinar Valley of 
Cuba
 and 
were planted in 1956 before 
being imported to the 
U.S. in 1958. Although these cigars are 
originally 
from Cuba, they
 are not the most 
expensive
 cigars 
on the market in  the 
United  States, Harmon said. 
Another cigar shop 
employee,
 who asked to 
remain
 anonymous, said they sell Cuban seed
 cigars. 
These are cigars 
made with tobacco leaves from 
plants that were grown in the 
United  States, but the 




Although legal Cuban cigars have been 
popular  
in many cigar shops in the Bay Area, illegal Cuban 
cigars are still in high demand. 
Harmon indicated people frequently ask 
for 
illegal Cuban cigars. The anonymous employee said, 
"Anything illegal makes them a hot item. 
Harmon said 
that any cigar shop that sells legal 
Cuban cigars is required to have a "certificate of 
provenance" to prove they sell Cuban cigars exported 
before the embargo, making 
them legal. 
Another 
person,  who works at a different cigar 
shop and 
who  also asked to remain anonymous, said, 
"People tend to like tobacco that is 
native to Cuba." 
Saran of Club 
Havana Premium Cigars said 
however, "You 
can get one that is just as good in 
the U.S." 
The demand for Cuban cigars,
 legal and illegal, is 
still prevalent according to Saran, who 
said, "Cubans 
have mastered each and every 
technique
 involved in 
producing cigars and
 take pride  in doing it." 
lulia  
Weeks / Daily Staff 
Rishi 
Saran,  a 
senior 
business





a Graycliff cigar 







addition  to 
taking
 16 
units in school, Saran
 also manages 
the cigar shop. 
Schools offer
 gambling 
majors  as casinos
 boom 
Associated Press 
ALBANY, N.Y. Marvin Phillips 
spent a lot of time this 
summer at the 
Akwesasne 
Mohawk  Casino, taking in 
some poker, roulette and live music. 
Not for pleasure  for college credit. 
The 21 -year -old 
from the St. Regis 
Mohawk 
Reservation  will enter his 
senior year at Morrisville State Col-
lege this month AS part 
of
 a growing 
movement: College
 educated blackjack 
dealers, casino security experts, restau-




states   mostly through Indian
 
tribes  turn to casinos for
 gambling 
revenues,
 public colleges nationwide 
are increasingly 
offering  courses and 
majors on casinos and gambling. 
Phillips. a member of the Mohawk 
tribe, started 
as an information tech-
nology
 major but decided after A year 
to take gaming courses. He'll graduate 
with degrees in both.
 
"I did this for the most part because 
of the unique nature of the gaming 
industry and because there was a 
casino 
in
 my hometown," he said. 
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 at 12 rot& lOol 
environment that appeals to 
me."
 
Over the past five 
years,  gaming 
courses and majors have cropped up 
at colleges 
including  San Diego State 
University, Michigan State University, 
Tulane Universift's University
 College 
in New Orleans, and the 
University of 
!Massachusetts
 at Amherst. They join 
the pioneering University of Nevada
 at 
Las Vegas and Reno. 
according  to The 
Chronicle of Higher Education. 
Courses at such schools include the 
study of gambling 
laws, operating on 
sovereign Indian land, and biometrics 
and "facial recognition" for
 casino 
security. Some 
students learn to he 





25 years in the 
busi-
ness and
 I always wanted 
to bring 
education to the 
gaming industry, 
said Peter 
LaMacchia,  director of 
the 
six -year -old 
casino  studies at 
the  State 
University
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state to become a vehicle by which 
people are in increasing numbers ad-
dicted," said state 
Sen. Frank Padavan, 
a New York City Republican and vocal 
gambling opponent. "To have that 
policy reinforced through a curriculum 
in a public university is reprehensible." 
The National Council
 on  Problem 
Gambling notes that campus 
gambling isn't new: 4.5 million
 of the 
nation's 15.3 
million  college students 
will gamble on 
sports
 this 












fund  al-Qaida 
Associated 
Press  
WASHINGTON  Recent 
investigations into al-Qaida, includ-
ing by the Sept. 11 commission, have 
substantially altered the commonly 
held view that Osama bin Laden's 
inheritance and massive fortune are 
being used to finance his interna-
tional  terror operations. 
While bin Laden isn't poor, he's 
not worth the $300 million once 
believed. Nor 
is he thought to be 
directly financing his terror group 
with his personal wealth or a net-
work of businesses in Sudan,
 where 
he operated from 1991 to 1996. 




Congressional  Research 
Service expert 
who  has studied 
t e r r o r g r o u p s .
 "The new 
thinkinfi
 is that 
bin Laden's fortune
 didn t really 
enter into 
al-QAida  that much,
 or 
wasn't
 the driving 
force  in al-Qaida." 
The report 
from
 the Sept. 11 
commission 
concluded  that 
al-






easily  find new
 sources, 
particularly 
given the attack's price 
tag of just
 $400,000
 to $500,000 
over two years. 
While the report 
said  the  govern-
ment has been unable to determine 
the source of the attack's financing, 
the commission said it appears 
al-Qaida's financial support doesn't 
come from bin Laden personally. 
"The CIA now estimates that it 
costs al-Qaida about $30 
million per 
year to sustain its activities before 
9-11 and that this money was raised 




The belief that bin Laden was 
worth such staggering
 sums gathered 
steam shortly
 after the Sept. 11, 




 indicating that al-
Qaida was tapping bin Laden's $300 
million personal fortune,
 along with 
other sources. 
By February 2002, Katzman had 
updated the estimate,













the group had 
apparently
 
become self-sustaining. The change 
got








 his father, who 
oversaw the growth of a construction 
empire, making the bin Ladens 
one of the richest families in Saudi 
Arabia. The 17th of 52 
children,
 bin 
Laden was thought primarily to be 
using  the money to finance opera-
tions in Afghanistan and Sudan, as 
well as to 
help  him secure his place 
as the leader 
of
 al-Q1ida. 
The  Sudanese businesses 
were
 
believed to include 
an Islamic bank, 
an import-export firm, and 
other  
operations
 that exported agricultural 
products. But the Sept.
 11 commis-
sion said that the businesses 
did 
not provide 
significant  income, and 
that when bin Laden left in 1996, it 
appears
 the Sudanese government 
took his assets. 
"He left Sudan with practically 
nothing," 
the commission found. 
"When bin Laden arrived in Al-
ghanistan, he relied on the Taliban 
until he was able to reinvigorate his 
fund-raising efforts by drawing
 on 
ties to wealthy Saudi individuals 
that he had established during the 
Afghan war in 
the 1980s." 
Still,
 bin Laden is not thought 
to be poor. U.S. officials
 found 
information in 
early  2000 indicating 
that from 1970 
to
 1994 bin Laden 
received SI 
million  A year, the Sept. 
11 commission found. 
Bin Laden was effectively
 cut off 
from the money in a 1994 crackdown, 
the commission said,  when the Saudi 
government revoked his citizenship, 
forced his family to find a buyer tin 
his share of the company and later 




However, in a recent interview 
with  the AP, bin Laden's estranged 
sister-in-law said she does not 
believe that family 
members
 have ;tit 
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Daily Staff Writer 
It 
didn't  take long 
for the party 
to get 
cracking at 
the  Fourth 
Annual  
African 





The event, which 
featured keynote 
speaker Chris Elias,
 vice president of 
the San Jose/Silicon
 Valley branch 
of the 






held  in the 




much  to get African 
American 
students  connected 
with  
resources 
on campus and off 
campus:  
said 








 Center, which hosted 
the event along
 with the Black Student 
Union.  
The setup inside 
the University 
Room had a laid back
 feel: the center 
of the room WAS 
empty,  surrounded by 
12 
tables
 of 24 different campus and 
community groups and organizations. 
To the lett of the door, an array of 
tables serving fruit, 
chicken fingers, 
spinach dip 
and  bread was available 
for those 
looking  thr a 
bite to eat. Fruit 




The event began around 4:15 p.m., 
with time for guests to mingle among
 
tables and other guests, grab A bite to 
eat and even dance to the music played 
by radio station Wild 94.9, 
whi,:h WAS 
invited to the event this year tin the 
first time. 
"This WAS the first time A student 
organization
 helped plan the event," 
said Natasha
 Lovelace, president of the 
Black Student 
Union.  "We contacted 
different organizations
 to see if they 
wanted to participate." 




or simply walking by were greeted 
At the door
 and given name tags, A 
map of the many 
different  tables and 
organizations
 
located inside and A 
survey 
fiir
 them to 
fill 
out regarding 
how they liked the event. 
"Soniebody
 passed Ine A flier the 
first week 4 
school," said Nicole 
Melton,
 a junior 
mat. 
ring
 in so, 
iol 
ogv 
























 even 101,,w 
about " 
Newcomers




to fill out bingo
 fliers 
they had received upon entering,
 in 
the hopes of winning
 a prize at the 
end of the 
reception.  Trivia on the 
bingo
 sheets ranged from "Where is 
the financial aid department located?" 
to "Name at least three staff members, 
their titles and their departments." 
Prizes included tickets to the Snoop 
Dogg concert this weekend,
 a "Del 
Poetry Jam" DVD, 
tickets
 to the 
premiere of the movie, "The Cookout"
 
and tickets to a Giants game. 
Lee said the event tradition-
ally targets first -year students, but 
this year the center made it open to 
all students.
 
"And they don't have 
to be African 
American," Lee said. 
Senior business marketing major, 
Joshua Kas-Osoka attended the event 









this. We're just trying to let them
 (the 
students) know about what we stand 
Mr."  
According to Lee, the University
 
Room, where the event was held, was 




the past, the reception has been 
held in the 
Barrett Ballroom of the 
Student 





This year, it consisted
 of A spacious 




full of groups, fraternities  and organi-
zations with fliers and students ready 
to assist anyone with questions.
 
Lovelace, who attended the event 
as A freshman, noted the difference 







helpful. I met 






formal In the 
ballr,NKTI:  I ..WeIACe 
said.
 "I would sat it was a very big 
success (this year) because we got mote 
students involved in attending: 
-This format enabled more 
people  
to attend: Lee said. 
Also new this year was an African 
American student resource manual 
given to 




with fa, tiltw  and







A pl.ke tin" students to till in their 
own  contact, 
"We wanted




extensive thi sear," lee said, reciting 
n, the 
resource
 manual, whi, h 
has been 
given out in the past, but 




Megan Kong Daily Staff 
Candice  Davis, right, a sophomore kinesiology major, picks up some information about the Nigerian Student Association from Chinelo Ibe, left, the 
association's historian and a junior nursing student, at the African American Student Welcome Reception at the University Room Wednesday after-
noon. Davis just transferred from San Francisco State University, and attended the reception to meet new people. The Nigerian Student Association 
is open to anybody who 
wants  to join, not just African Americans. 
lhe majority of African 
.1: ierican's come from outside of this 
area. We thought it was important 
ti 






don't  even 
know where to get their hair done it 
they need to. "I he 
manual  has that 
information
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Lee said the event  drew more 
than 200 people, based on the fact 
that all of the sign-up sheets at the 




the  past, she said attendance  
ranged 
troflu 









tor campus ..rganizations And clubs 
to sit at and give inhirmation. "At one 
point
 I had 2)( groups. -





later  won 
one of the -1)elP.:;etry Jam" DVDs. "I 
go( 
to 









a good turn -out," Melton 
said. "I met up with old faces, new 
faces 
lee Agreed that this year's reception 
seemed to go well. 
have to See how the surveys Are, 
but informally,
 a lot of students told 
me they 
were 
having fun," Lee said. 'I 
, ould
 unitialls ...IV It WAS 
a success" 
College student tries to return uneaten 
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 and at los
 
pear,  
tees on his checking account. 
tic's
 pathetic. I 
never really liked him when we were kids either." 
Woychick
 who 
says he personally was 
financially saved 
by Washington Mutual's Free 
Checking 
Deluxe  thought his 















Ii should I 
pay  for it'" Pete 
ISCIliCk
 a childhi%%%1 




















 friend needed to get 
his act together and visit a 
Washington Mutual Financial 




 could sign up 




services like free online bill 
pay. "Until Andy
 decides to get Free Checking." 
said Woychick. 
"I'm  never eating out with him 
again. I'm pretty 
sure  I won't return his  phone 
calls either. I might
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By Leah Nakasaki 
Daily Staff Writer 
Whether  on or off campus, students usually
 find 
some time for lunch. The Dining 
Commons,  old 
Cafeteria building, Student
 Union and numerous 
vending machines 
around  campus give students
 a 
variety of 
options  when choosing what they 
would  
like to eat on a particular day. Some
 students say 
convenience plays a huge role
 when deciding where 
to go for lunch. 
Jason 
Carr,  a sophomore majoring 
in communi-
cation
 disorders, said, "I usually go 
to the cafeteria 
and grab something from 
Sbarro  (Italian Eatery) or 
I get a salad." 
Carr
 said he also ventures off campus
 to Pizza 
My Heart, located at 117 E. 
San Carlos St., because 
it is so close by. 
Richwood 
Borja,  a senior majoring in 
graphing 
design, 
said, "I usually grab food 
at
 the Student 
Union because it is 
convenient,  especially now 
because the new 
Subway is there." 
Subway, 
which  is new to the San Jose State 
University campus this semester, 
is now located in 
the Student Union. 
Along 
with  Burger King and Sbarro Italian 
Eatery, 
Subway  is another franchise restaurant that 
has gained popularity. 
Gina Thai,  a senior
 majoring in business finance, 
said, "I 
sometimes  go to the cafeteria or I go the 
Stu-
dent Union to eat. If I have classes all day, 
I usually 
eat 
here  at school for convenience reasons." 
Thai said she 
sometimes
 goes home for lunch 
because she 
lives near campus and she has classes 
later on 
in the day. 
While the option to go home
 for a meal and 
relax may seem quite pleasing,
 not all students have 
this option. 
Stephanie Etherington, a junior histor7 
major  
who 
commutes  from Cupertino, said,
 'I have 
classes at State two times a week. On those days 
I 
either eat in the cafeteria 
or




vending machines around campus." 
When the Market Cafe and Student Union are 
particularly busy, some students 
venture  off campus 
for lunch. 
"I usually go to the Subway off of San 
Carlos 
for lunch if there is a long line at the Subway in the 
Student Union," said Gerry Tan, a senior majoring in 
engineering. 
Jason Fithian / Daily 
Staff 
Yvonne Caprini, a junior psychology major enjoys her 
orange chicken rice bowl while doing a crossword 
puzzle Tuesday afternoon inside the Student Union. 
Abbie Berhane, a freshman majoring in nursing, 
and her friend, Cynthia "Fran, an undeclared freshman, 
said they have been going 
off  campus to eat because it 
is so crowded on 
campus.
 
For other students, if 
they
 can't have their lunch of 





 a junior 
majoring  in physics,
 said, 
"If I do eat lunch, I eat at 
Peanuts.
 It just depends if I 
want
 to spend mones: or not." 
Don't stress over 
parking 
when
 you can take 
alternative
 
transportation.  It's one less thing to worry about!
 




Continuedfrom page I 
sets low prices on his menu. 
"(Students) don't like to pay a lot 
of money (for food) because
 they don't 
have a lot of money," he said. 
In addition to his other efforts to 
keep La Victoria's prices low, Barrita 
decided to 
join the Ninja Card sys-
tem. The Ninja Card 
enables  students 
to get discounts from many local 
businesses. He said this would give 
students a better deal and, ultimately, 
make them happier. 
Other
 schools, such as UC Berke-




The Ninja Card 
can  be purchased 
for 
$10 
and students can 
use it at 
La Victoria and other places
 for 
discounts.  
The owner of 
Peanuts Coffee 
Shop, another popular eatery at 
275 E. San Fernando St., Myun 
Sik  
Chang, said that his 
eatery was still 
busy even
 when the students were 
gone during the summer. 
"We aren't a new business. We're 
(here) long time,
 so we're OK," said 
Chang, who has been working at 
Peanuts for 23 years. 
However, Chang 
said  Peanuts is 
more crowded after
 school begins 
than during summer break. 
Fridays used to be 




Peanuts,  but in the last two 
to three years, fewer students come 




 Chang said. 
Chang said Peanuts' business 
is stable regardless
 of whether the 
students are on vacation, and since 
Peanuts is across the street from cam-
pus, Chang believes that new students 
will start coming to his eatery. 
During 
vacation,
 business at Cafe 
Pomegranate, located at 221 E. San 
Fernando St., was a little slower than 
usual, but many business
 people still 
came in during their lunch or coffee 
break, said owner Affie Mahini. 
After classes started, Mahini 




 concentrated on breakfast and 
New commute options are available this 
fall: 
Expanded 
VTA Light Rail to Milpitas 






























 to San Jose
 
in under
 one hour 
Trains also stop in Millbrae, 
Hillsdale,
 Palo 
Alto, and Mountain View. 
SJSU students and employees 
can enjoy unlimited rides on all 
VTA buses & Light Rail 
with the 
AS
 Eco Pass! 
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TS Center located in 
Student  Union 
Main  Level 
lunch during the summer. 
Now we 
have early dinners, coffee and pastries 
for the students who are going to 
afternoon classes," Mahini said. 
During summer, Mahini prepared 
the breakfast menu
 including omelets 
and bagel sandwiches for students 
because once the school year starts, it 
is difficult to  take time to 
think about 
new 
menu,  she said. 
Mahini said she listens to what 
students want her cafe to 
provide.
 
Cafe Pomegranate has a coffee 
hour between 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
and customers can drink a double shot 
latte or mocha for $1.50. 
This idea came from students, and 
Mahini is happy to make things more 
"(Students) 
don't 




 they don't 
have  




owner  of 
La Victoria 
reasonable for students. 
On this Monday, Mahini started 
a new venture that put a menu board 
on the sidewalk on the campus side 
across from her cafe. 
"I'm going to do different crazy 
specials like today's special is all -day 
$1.50 latte or mocha," Mahini said. 
Everyday, there will be different 
specials, but people need to mention 
they saw the sign, she said. 
As long as the customers see the 
signboard and tell the today's special, 
they will get a good deal. 
Mahini is not sure whether or not 
this new plan will work, but "It's good 
surprising. People have 
to check the 
board. It's a little game. They have 
to 
see what 
my message is for  that day," 
Mahini smiled. 
Mahini 
also  decorates her cafe 
with art works from SJSU 
students 
and local people,
 and she changes 
them every Monday. 
She also set up wireless Internet 
this week for students. 
"(Students) can try us once, and 
see how they like it. I'm 
sure
 they will 
come back," Mahini said. 
Another cafe near campus, Cafe 
Boba at 110 E. San Fernando St., had 
few 
students come in during summer 
said the owner,
 Gary Poon. 
"I try to offer 
discounts, but very 
small percentage (of 
students) come in 
(during the school 
year),"  Poon said 
Poon guesses 
that students would 
prefer to stay on 
campus  rather than 
walking to the cafe 
across  from the 
campus. 
"I guess new generations 
don't  
want to walk much. They want to 
drive everywhere," Poon said. 
Poon has a variety of drinks and 
food to attract people to conic in his 
cafe. 
"Sonic people say 'I don't drink 
coffee;  but there (are) smoothes, milk 
shakes (and) ice teas," Poon said. 
"We tried crepes last 
semester  and 
a lot 
of people liked crepes
 that we 
have," he said. 
Now,
 Poon added 
sushi  at his cafe, 
and also prepares many 
different kinds 
of food
 such as  sandwiches,
 Chinese 
food,
 tamales, pastries and 
cakes.
 
Poon  said that there are 
many  eth-
nic 
people  in San Jose, and he wants 
to prepare for food and drinks that 
can appease the downtown diversity. 












Many local businesses get ideas 
from the students what they need, 
and they can improve their businesses, 
he said. 
"Students
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 officials are 
negotiating
 use of federal
 election 
money after 
a portion of it WAS 
fro-
zen last week by the
 Schwarzenegger 
administration.  
County  election 
officials  feared 
last




 that Secretary 
of
 State Kevin 
Shelley had misused
 funds from the 
federal I kip 
America  Vote Act,
 
would hurt their
 ability to 









 that had 
been 
earmarked  for state 
election 
programs.
 Some $15.4 
million  of that 
S intended for dozens
 of counties 
that planned to 
use  the money to 
train poll workers, 
educate  voters or 
adequately 




state agencies, the 
Legislature  and 
county election 
offices
 have been 
meeting this week 
to decide if money 
can be made 
available  to meet the 
most pressing 
needs.  A resolution 
could come
 by the end of the week.  
Department of Finance spokesman 
I I.D. Palmer said. 
"For the stuff that is critical to 




 to try to 













 we'll take in 
the next 
day or 
two  will supersede the freezing 
of the funds from last week." 




 said his department is 
requesting
 three terms
 be met 
before  
money 









 the federal 
voting  act are 
critical 
for  the November
 elections; 
calculating 






of how the 


















Voter  education efforts, for 
example, require buying advertising 
slots that 
often  are difficult to secure 
on short notice.
 
"If you don't start
 making those 
buys now, you're 
going  to be out 





Nevertheless, Voorhis said her 
association was pleased with the 
progress of this week's talks. 
Shelley, a Democrat, has been 
criticized for awarding no -bid 
contracts  using the federal money 
and diverting it to political allies and 
Democratic Party activists. He has 
denied wrongdoing. 
A state audit is under way to 
determine how he spent money 
received under the voting act. The 
Department of Finance last week 
said it would freeze the remaining 
money until that audit was com-
pleted, a process expected to take 60 
to 90 
days. 
If money is made available for the 
immediate 
election
 needs, it would 
come out of a $264.4 million Help 
America Vote Act grant the state 
received this spring, Palmer said. 
The frozen money was left over
 from 












 Street Garage also 
offers FREE 
parking  weekdays after 6 
p.m and all day 









Ashley Bess/Daily Staff 
Jeremy Nakamoto, left, a senior art major, and
 Shaun Griffiths, a fine arts major, blow glass Wednesday in the Industrial
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A.S.
 
In addition to 
existing  services, 
the department wants to expand with 
more 
officers  on campus and through 
community programs,
 Marshall said. 
Two  such programs 
are a graffiti 
clean-up 
effort in South San Jose
 and 
"Cops and Kids." 
Noriega said Barnes 
has "a 
different  personality and a different 
management 
style" than Abeyta, 
who was with the department for 16 
years. 
"He is more 
like a regular guy," 
Noriega said. "Chief 
Barnes  will 
actually 
come
 down the hallways
 and 
talk to the employees 
and try to get to 
know
 them better. I never really saw 
Abeyta do that, 
Noriega said "Barnes 
is
 a good new challenges, 
such
 as adjusting to 

















 Department the 
university," he said. 
"It  has been 
works with other
 law enforcement 
challenging. It has 
been exiting. And 
agencies, including 
the Santa 















 for 24 
California State 
University police 
years before he came to 
SJSU, said, as 
agencies. In 
addition, they cooperate
 department chief, he 
is "quite busy" in 
with local businesses, 
such
 as restau- 
comparison
 









 a hand 
in 
everything.  
provide parking. Barnes said. 
I deal with budget issues, employees 
When collaborating 
with and things that are going on 
around  
businesses around 
campus, the the campus," he said.
 
department has two main objectives: The UPD
 deals with several issues 
to ensure students' safety on and off that
 might not be directly police -
campus, and to educate students to related, yet they "affect the service 
behave appropriately despite outside we provide the university as a whole," 




 issue is crime prevention. 
Barnes said the job offers many
 Barnes said a few unfortunate crimes 
FAIRE 
I 




from page 1 
see a lot of variety among the groups. 
"There
 seemed to be 
something  





major Us man H usani 
was  surprised at 
the high
 
level  of 
turnout.  
"This is 
probably  the most hectic 
I've seen the school," Husani said. 
Christine Delacruz, president of 
the Society of Women Engineers, 
was glad each group 
had its own table 
and didn't have to fight for 
space with 
other  clubs. 
"It was cool we 
got our own table," 
said Delacruz, a senior industrial 
systems engineering major. 
Chanelle 
Cotton,  who is president 
of the Anthropology and Behavioral 
Science Club, 
thought  there was quite 
a robust crowd browsing the various 
tables. 
"A couple of people came
 by our 
table and wanted to get information 
about our club," Cotton, a 
senior 
behavioral 
science  major, said. 
"Some of them weren't anthropol-
ogy  or behavioral science majors but 




to grab students' 
attention. 
Some clubs 
used music and 
others gave away 
free candy or 
handed out flyers. 
The 
Alcbayan 
Club had a wheel 
that students who 
signed up could 
spin for free prizes 
ranging from 
candy to a mystery 
grand prize. 
Andrea 
Abendanio,  a 
junior
 
majoring in business human 
resources, 
said she joined the Pride 
of the Pacific Islands club because she 
heard the music playing at their table 
and found 
it interesting. 
"I think the  clubs that were giving 
stuff  away or playing music were 
pretty catchy," Abendanio said. 
"I'm just walking up and down and 
scoping out all the clubs that are out 
there. 
Some students 
were interested in 




by the Muslim 
Student As-
sociation and 
















is the public relations officer for
 the 
Pride of the Pacific Islands, said that 
it wasn't necessary to be of a particular 
culture to join a club. 
"Some of the people who came 
by our table are 
just folks interested 
in the culture of the Pacific 
Islands,"  
Tarifa said. 
Jonathan Campos, a sophomore 
nursing major and member
 of the 
"It's great to 
get 
people involved in 
extracurricular 
activites."  





last semester. For 
example,
 
there were "a 
number of date -rapes," 
in which the students
 involved had 
known each 
other for some time. 
Also, a 
teacher in the 
Math depart-
ment was attacked
 in a robbery and 
assault  case. 
He said theft at 
the Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. Joint Library
 remains 
the most challenging
 issue for the 
department 










the UPD staff and
 feels 
confident that the 
department  will 
meet the 








 suggestions from em-
ployees,"he does let you know
 that he 
is the boss," said 
Noriega.  "If there is 
a 





 agreed with 
Tarifa.
 
"Our goal is 
just
 to raise aware-
ness for our culture and 
to bring 









and  president 
of the
 Black Student Union, said 
the faire was also an 
opportunity  
for students to get in 
touch with 
students sharing their interests or 
taking the same major. 
"College is a lot about 
network-
ing and gaining 
connections
 with 
students sharing similar 
experiences 
and interests," Lovelace said. 
Andrew Ho, a junior civil 
engineering major who registered 
to vote for the 2004 elections at the 
A.S.-sponsored
 voter registration 
drive. said it was definitely a good 
way liar 
SJSU  to shed its commuter 
school image. 
"It's 
great  to get people 
involved 
in extracurricular activities," Ho 
said.

















BESLAN, Russia  Attackers 
armed with guns and bombs strapped 
to their bodies seized a school in a 
region near 
Chechnya  on Wednesday, 
holding up to 300 students, teachers 
and others hostage and vowing to 
execute 50 children for any one of 
their  
comrades killed. 
The incident began as parents were 
dropping off their children, many 
dressed in new clothes 
for  first day of 
classes at Middle School No. 1. Police 
had to fight back
 parents who were 
desperate to reach their children. 
As many as eight civilians were 
reported killed 
earlier in the day, most 
likely 
parents
 who fought off the at-
tackers during the seizure, but possibly 
some students as well, authorities and 
witnesses said. 
At least 10 others 
were
 wounded. 
"One body is lying near the 
entrance to the school. Two others are 
on the road near a fence. The 
attackers
 
are not allowing anyone 
to collect the 
bodies. They 
open
 fire when anyone 
tries to approach them," an unidenti-
fied local Interior Ministry official told 
liar -Tans
 news  agency. 
The hostage -takers have vowed 
that "for every 
destroyed fighter. they 
will kill 50 children, and for every 
injured fighter, 20," Interior Ministry 
chief Kazbek Dzantiyev told the 
agency.  
Suspicion
 for the attack focused on 
rebels from the neighboring separatist 
republic of Chechnya  or militants 
from nearby Ingushetia  who have 
been blamed for explosions that 
brought down two Russian planes last 
week and other attacks that have killed 
hundreds  of 
people  in 















militants  from 
Ingushetia  
who had been 
rounded up by 
police 
following
 an insurgent 
attack  in the 
Ingush  capital in 
June. 
They  also 
appeared








 must be done
 
to release 
these children, and 
we
 are 
doing it," Peskov 
said.  
"But these demands 
are very big, 
very general. 
They are the 
kind  of things 
that 
cannot be met" 
even  if the government 
wished to, he said. 
Russian
 President Vladimir 
Putin  
sounded a defiant note
 after he quickly 
returned to 
Moscow from his 
holiday  
quarters on the Black
 Sea. 
"We shall fight 
against  them, throw 
them 
in prisons and destroy
 them," 
Putin 
said,  according to Interfax news 
agency. 
Lev 
Dzugayev,  a spokesman 
for 
the presidential administration in 
the 
republic  of North Ossetia, said 
in a telephone interview that the 
attackers appeared to have herded the 




15 to 20 explosive devices 
inside the pm.
 
Authorities said there were about 
17 attackers, some of them
 wearing 
explosive suicide belts. 
"For us right now,
 the biggest 
problem is to contain the civilians 
who 
are trying to get to the school.
 
The entire town is out in the streets," 
Dzugayev said. 
Correction: 
The photo that ran
 on Tuesday about the A.S. barbecue 
included the wrong caption. The 
name  that ran indentified 
the student as Francisco Pulido. The 
correct
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Benjamin Fayela / Daily Staff 
Thao
 Nguyen, a senior math 
major, takes aim while 
playing pool 
in the Student Union
 Wednesday. Although she does
 not consider 
herself
 a good pool player, she enjoys 
playing  with friends almost 
every






















the sexual assault charge 
against  him, 
saying they had 
no choice
 
because  the 
NBA star's 













with an apology to the 
woman  who had 
accused him 






'Although I truly believe 
this
 
encounter between us was consensual, I 
recognize
 now that she did not and 
does  









feels that she 
did  not 
consent 
to this encounter." 
The woman's attorney, John
 Clune, 
said she has been through an 
extremely 
difficult time since she
 alleged she was 
raped, and that she was disturbed  by 
a series of courthouse mistakes 
that
 
included release of her name and medi-
cal history. She has been the
 subject of 
death threats and relentless 
media 
coverage in the high -profile case. 
"It is in her sincere belief that when 
this case ends, she does not want to be 




"The difficulties that this case has 
imposed on 
this  woman the past year 
are unimaginable." 
The dismissal marks a dramatic 
but not entirely unexpected turn in the 
high -profile case against one the NBA's 
brightest young stars. For months, pros-
ecutors
 had insisted they had a strong 
enough case to win a conviction beyond 
a reasonable doubt, but legal experts 
said their case was greatly 
weakened  
when Bryant's attorneys convinced the 




the courthouse, District 
Attorney Mark Hurlbert said the deci-
sion to drop the case "is not based 
upon 
lack of belief in the victim
  she is 
an extremely credible and an extremely 
brave
 young woman." 
"A trial can be traumatic for any 
victim of any 





sexual  assault, 
and  even more 
so with 




















Ruckriegle  threw 
out the 
case under 












































of a Vail -area 




Had  he been 
convicted,
 the Los 
Angeles
 Lakers star 
would  have faced
 four years 
to
 life in 
prison or 20 years to 
life on probation, 
and 
a fine up to 1750,000.
 
Br ant













 year has been 
incredibly  difficult for 
me













her  family, his family and
 
friends and the 
citizens  of Eagle. 
Bryant said the 
civil case against hint 
"will  be decided by 









 a financial 
or 
emotional
 drain on the






 to make it clear 
that I do 
not
 question the 
motives
 of this young 
woman,"
 Bryant said. 
"No money has 
been 
paid  to this 
woman.  She 
has  
agreed that 
this  statement 
will  not be 
used 
against me 
















not think it 
suggested  an interest
 in 
settling 
the civil lawsuit. 
"I
 would have 
guessed today
 would 
have been a global
 settlement (covering
 
both  cases)," he said.
 "If it isn't, it's 
because 
the defense has 
told them. We 
aren't paying 




 to continue, 
bring  it on.
Legal experts said 
a series of 
court  




allowing  the 
woman's  sex life in the
 days surrounding 
her encounter with 
Bryant  to be admit-
ted as evidence. This was 






 that she 






she went to a hospital exam,
 
a 
potentially  key blow to 
her credibility. 
The pending civil 
case













of assault. Bryant', 
defense team
 has long argued she talscl, 
.1,-clised
 hint  to gain the artenrion 
a former boyfriend, and that she was 
given nearly $20,000 from a victims' 
compensation  fund. 
Attorneys for the accuser com-
plained of several damaging accidental 
releases of 
information
 in the case by. 
court officials. The 
accuser's
 name was 
accidentally released at least twice. 
Rucicriegle admitted mistakes had 
been made
 and took full responsibility. 




 slashing the budgets
 of the state 
courts 
system,  saying less staff 
and MOM 
work "was 
bound to result in 
mistakes." 
Defense attorneys had asked the 
judge to dismiss 
the assault charge 
hours  before it was 
dismissed,  saying 
prosecutors
 had refused to turn over
 
details that 




 prosecutors and 
defense attorneys to 














 expert whom 
prosecutors 
had once 








prosecution's  case." 
The
 




prosecutors  to 
respond,  but 
the
 move Was 
MOOT  a short 
time later. 
The accusers






 of attacking 
her in his 
room
 at the 





































































































































comparison  of average sale prices for most 
popular
 textbooks
 on eBay.com 
during  
January
 2(K)4.  with the 
list
 price of those books. 
**No 
purchase  
necessary.  The eBay Prevent Overspending
 Match 
and Win Game 








Game  is open  
to legal residents of 
the 50 United States and the District of 
Columbia,
 18 years of age and older. Void in Puerto
 Rico and where prohibited. $2500 shopping 












C 2004 eBay Inc. All rights 
reserved.
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on a penalty kick in overtime, Nom 
Dame 
de Namur University 
men's  soccer team beat San 
Jose
 




 held a 2-0 lead until the second 
half, when the 
Argos scored twice and then again in 
overtime on a handball in the 
penalty
 box. 
"I'm not quite sure what to say," 
said Coach Gary 
St. Clair. This
 is very disappointing to me 
and the 
team. You have a two -goal
 lead, this is the second titne 
(this has happened). We 
missed open goals, (and) the 
quality (tithe field is had. I have a lot of 
feelings right 
now, 
none  good." 
Midfielder Frank Mata opened the game with a 
goal to the top left on a 
free
 kick tioin the center of 
the field outside of the penalty box in the
 first minute 
of the 
match. 
"I just put in a good 
kick," Mata said.
 
it just takes 
away from (the goal) when we 
don't  win. It doesn't 
mean as much." 
The Spartans continued their attack as freshman 
defender Ben Saunders
 scored off a corner  kick by 
junior midfielder Marvin Sorto that was headed over 
by forward Tim !McKinney in the seventh minute of 
the game. 
"It was just a deflection," said Saunders. "I just
 got 
a lucky
 goal off of (the header)." 
The half ended with the Argos putting several 
shots  on goal, but never cashing 
in.  
"It was a little scrappy," Notre Dame head coach 
Joe Silveira said. "We started off 
poorly,
 hut I thought 
our guys 




2-0  20 
minutes into the game." 
Notre Dame
 de Namur came back to make the 





midfielder Brian Meherg. 
"We 
didn't  outplay San Jose," Silveira said, "hut we 
competed." 
The Argos scored again in the 64th minute on 
a 
header from forward Eric Michon that bounced over 
Spartan freshman keeper Brent Douglas. 
"There was just miscommunication from the
 
goalkeeper to the defense," Mara said. "The keeper 
stayed on his line when he should have either come 
out or have the defense kick it away." 




Notre  DAIlle's  
side 
of the field during the 81st minute involving !McKin-
ney and some of the 
Argos.
 
"I think our guy wasn't involved," 
said Silveira, 
"but a push becomes another push and sou know what 
happens then. It's just A good thing (the referee) didn't 
take anyone out of the pine." 
Tension had been running high after multiple 
yellow cards had been issued to Notre Dame in the 
beginning of the second half Four yellow 
cards were 
issued in all. 
Catherine Burmeister ' I )adv `qati 
San Jose State University soccer forward Tim McKinney keeps Notre Dame de Namur middle 






at Spartan Soccer Field. 
-This reteree
 L'11111thl:










 not his job to win  
ours." 
The final score Cattle ti0111 A handball penalty kick 
by
 Notre Dame's Meherg in the 93rd minute. 
"Nobody can
 be happy with this performance," St. 
Clair said. 
The loss was
 disheartening, said St. Clair, especially 
after beating the Argos 6-0 last season. 
"We hate losing so we're 
using  this loss to get back 
on our
 fret,"
 Mata said. "It's better we niake mistake.. 
early on in the season 





game  is 
scheduled 
against  
Cal State Mc tliterey At 
S 
p.m.  on Sunday hack at the 
Snit it 
Field.  
"We need to solidify 
our  tktense," St. Clair said, 
"they're





 like preseason liar us. 




taut the teatn is disappointed in the way 







the better team in the past two games," 
Saunders said. 
"There's  no doubt in my mind." 
Matta said the team is still tweaking the midfield 
and still needs to 
get  a few kinks out. 
"We're going 
Si
 play Nlonterey and take our 
frustration out on them, I guess," Mata said. 
McKinney said
 alter
 losing a 2-0 lead And tying 
I IC Santa Cruz in an exhibition match last Friday, the 
Attempts
 to 
wash  awat 
the 




"I thought we had a 1-2 game tin our itlya 
at
 
Mt:Kinney said. "*I'o be real, I think the los.0 is 
imatceptable. Twite we've taken the lead and twice 
were
 looked like the team that was down in the 
second  
half" 
However, !McKinney and the team hold hope bir 
the tuture. 
"I'll he damned 









Spartans take out USF 
Volleyball begins 
season with a 
ve-game victory 
Daily Staff Report 
The Spartan women's volleyball 
team took all five games in its first 
match of the season as the Spartans 
defeated the University of San 
Francisco,  30-21, 25-30, 30-28,27-30 
and 15-6 Wednesday night in a non -
conference 






Freshman middle blocker Jennifer 
Senftleben led all players the 
with 19 
kills 
and  hit .357 (19-4-42) for the 





Sophomore  outside hitter Sarah 
Christensen set a new 
personal  best, 
recording a career high 16 kills on 44 







RENO, Nev.  A 
fornict  Nevada 
tliotball player Already tat mi.; fed-
eral 
bank  
robbery  a liarges 
W.Is 
"Itlered  
WedneStIAS t4, stand 
trial  in 1Vashoe 












cornerback dismissed tittln tile te:1111 
Last month, appeared in Keno Just:, e 
Court And WAS 1101111d I wet to district 
smut







Reno polii e arrested him Aug. 
; just 
minutes  alter he'. accused
 
'at 




outside  hitter Carrie 
Nash  
contibuted
 15 kills and 16 digs
 in the 
Spartans winning effort. 
Sophomore 
libero Jessie Shull, who 
shattered the 
Spartan  record books in 
her freshman
 year with single season 
dig record with 473, recorded 35 digs 
for
 the Spartans. 
Shull became only the 
fourth 
person in SJSU 
history to have 35 or 
more digs in a match. 





who equled the 35 dig mark against 
Santa Clara during the 1991 season. 
Former Spartans Kim Hicks had 
36 digs, while Lisa Ice, the record 
holder, twice recorded 38 digs. 
Spartan sophomore 
ICristina 
Conrad added 55 
assists
 in her first 
match 
after  switching positions in the 
off-season. 
Conrad added eight digs and two 
blocked 
shots. 
Dana Rudd got 
into the action 




Wenesday  night. 
San Jose State University
 will 
now  
travel to Las Vegas this weekend for 
two matches at the University of 
Nevada-I.as
 Vegas Tournament. 
The Spartans
 will face off with 
UN LV on Friday night, then will  take 
on 
Washington









is pending in District
 Court. 
















 he And 






 in a 
t bet Is 
a 










 trial on burglary, 0,nspa.icy and 





 Brent \ dams on Mar. h 7, 
200:,
 
.1 trial date has not yet been set 
6,t dm.% 
1.andingliain \ n4,bery 
IiiWashoe t Court. 
wow 
WOULDN'T  THOSE
 RAMEN NOODLES 
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Tafralis
 














After  much 
deliberation,
 San Jose 
State 
University  






 as the 
starting  quar-
terback





















7 p.m. on 
Saturday  
at Stanford Stadium. 
Tafralis,





 about being 












down...I've  been 
waiting for 
it, and when 
(Hill)  said it, it really




who  has been in the
 SJSU program 
for the 
past two seasons,
 has not taken 
a snap 
during a 
game since 2001 






 was in 





 is also looking 
forward
 to his 
chance to get on the field 
against
 the Cardinal. 
"I'm just 
going  to play and let 
the cards fall 
where they're supposed to," 
Rogers said. 'Both 
of us 
obviously
 want to start, but it's Coach's 






will handle the 
punting duties 
for the 
Spartans  this 
season,
 has been a 
backup 
quarterback
 in Hill's system
 for the past two
 
seasons. 
Wide  receiver Casey














said. "They both are 
very smart for the 
playing time they have 
gotten. They 
both have 




Hill said he is not 
sure which 
quarterback 





whoever is chosen, 
he
 will have the 
task 
of replacing former Spartan
 quarterback 
Scott Rislov, 
who  passed for 3,016 yards
 last 
season 
for 18 touchdowns. 
Hill added that he expects to 
have a better 
understanding
 of who will be the 
permanent 
starter




won't  know who will be 
the  starter by 
who 
starts the game," Hill said, 
"but you will 
know by who 
finishes."
 
Bay Area rivals 
Hill said 
the game against Stanford,
 a team 
he has yet to 
beat in three attempts, means 
more because 
of
 the local rivalry. 
"It's an added 
incentive  to  beat them for our 
first game 
and  for our fans in the Bay 
Area,  
I want this for 
them,"  Hill said. 'You want to 








 with his 























rise  to the 
occasion,"
 Staples 
said. 'This is the Bay Area  we want to walk 






it this year, 























































this season's team would fall on everyone's 
shoulders. 
After losing their top three receivers to 
graduation in the 
off-season,
 Hill







such as Miranda, to have a breakout season. 
it's amazing how a 
light  
switch
 goes off in 
your head in your senior
 
season."
 said Miranda, 
who caught five passes last season. "This is your 






he expects the running 
game to 
become the focal point of the Spartans'
 offense, 
hopefully




average  of 
3.2 yards a carry. 
"You want to 
play
 to your 
strengths." 
Hill said. "We
 have the depth we 
never 
had 
Megan Kung Dail% 
',tali 
From left, Spartan inside 
linebackers,  Mike Liranzo and 
lamonte Cox, and safeties, 
Dimitrous  Chattman and Bobby Godinez, run 




at the running back position
 before.




 be wise to not use
 my best 
resources." 
On the other side of the ball, linebacker 
Staples said the undersized defense hopes to 
achieve their objectives through speed rather 
than size. 
"We're wild this year, we fly Around, (the 
linebackers) are cheetahs, (the defensive line) 
are lions and (the 
defensive backs) are like elk," 
Staples said. 
OF NOTE: The game can
 be seen live on 
CLASSIFIEDS
 






services advertised below nor 
is there any guarantee 
implied
 
The classified columns 
of the 
Spartan Daily consist of paid 
advertising and offerings are 
not 






NOIS-PROFIT ORG. seeks 
Accting Clerk Accting/Finance
 
Major P/T 20 hrs/wk 
$10/hr  




 Fax Res 
to 1408r 
423-6430
 Ann Maggie 
LOVE TO SHOP? 




FT,PT Today, (8001 417 6416 
WI ADMIN. at Balloon Co 
Fun place to Work Please 




OUTSIDE  SAL ES $500 
to
 S800 






THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY 
We are currently




 We offer a great 
working environment with 
day 
8 evening shifts for responsible 
8 energetic people
 Apply in 







Pedro  Square 
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I 
Counselors for 
after -school 
outreach programs Facilitate 
curriculum 
based  activities 
Bilingual
 A plus 1015hirwk 
SIOthr,
 









 rit Santa 
Clara 
County 1310 S Bascom 
Ave Sari Jose. 
CA
 95128 or FAX 
(4081
 287-8025
 or mcidree 
girlscoutsofscc org. AA/EOE 
TUTOR  WANTED: 
for
 Hi Schl 
Algebra2 8 English Honors 
Need 
3 3. GPA In house 
$20/hr 2-3X/wk 408-225-2516 
TEACHERSANSTRUCTORS
 





Oppty for teaching *imp Need car 




P/T  phones 
It 
clerical  work 
10
 min from 










for 2 great 
children  ages 8 
2 5 
Flex hrs. days
 or eves 
$10 
00/hr  Must 
have own 
transportation
 to and 
from  Los 
Gatos 
Please 





















































































requirements Fax  
resume  Attn 
Janette 9254337-7432 





School M -F 9am-3pm $10001 
hr Fax 











Call 408-292 3445 after 2 PM 




No Exp Will Train
 
Suits All Majors 
Great










HOST: PT positions available in 
busy family style restaurant in 
S Vale All shifts available Flex 
hrs 
$10 50/hr 
to start Call 
Wendy414013 I 733-9331 
INSTRUCTIONAL LIFEGUARDS 
Part or Full time in San Jose 
Flex hours/days.
 Mon -Sat 




 Email resume 
to jobsnvesba org or Fax 408-
275-9858 or US mail to 730 






aid  CPR certifications 
LOS GATOS SWIM & 
RACOUET 
CLUB 
is currently accepting 




Childcare Assistants Flex 
Schedules Facility Usage 
Great Work Environment PT 
AM/PM 
shifts For more into or 
to apply,
 
visit our web site 
igsrc
 
corn. call 1408)356-2136 
or 
fax resumes to (4081358 2593 
MYSTERY 
SHOPPERS  NEEDEDI 
Earn 
While  You 
Shop. 
Call  Now Toll Free  
1-800-467-4422
 E X T 13419 











nearby  malls 
private  events 8 country clubs 
FT/PT 
available  We will work 
around your 
busy  school 
Schedule Must 
have  clean 




THEATER. MANNERS I HIP 






provided 1-7 hours per 
week 
Must have 
car  525 00/ class 
Must 












 theaterfun com 
EXP. 
TUTORS  NEEDED 
Strong writing math 
science  












 JOBS AT THE 
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA 
REC DEPT. Positions Open 
Now 
For


































AGES 5-12 years in our before 
and after school rec programs 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
offers 
competitive
 pay, health 
benefits  for 30* hrs. excel-
lent training 8, a fun work 








schedule This is a great lob 
for both men and 
women  Call 





TEACHER: KidsPark hourly 
childcare
 centers Flex hrs. 
days, eve wknds 
ECE units 
Req'd Fun recreation  program 
Team environment
 Cntrs by 
Oakridge 8 Valley Fair 
Malls  











DEVELOPMENT  STUDENTS. 
Looking for a PT nanny
 for 2 
boys
 ages 4 8 6 Prefer M/W/F. 
12 30pm 
to 6 30pm but flexible 




boys from school 






housekeeping & lots of playtrrne 
Required  Oualifications 
include 
non-smoker.  current 










references  love 
of kids
 8, playing outdoors 
Mid -September start 
date  
Competitive
 pay Contact 
Sharon4
 639-0808 Or 
Sharon




needed for small exclusive 
shop 8 
kennel  P/T Tues-Sal
 
Must be reliable honest able 
to do physical work Prefer exp 
working 
wr
 dogs, but will
 train
 












Perfect  for Students' 
Earn $250 every weekend' 
Must have reliable truck or 
van Heavy lifting is 
required  
408-292-7876  
EGG DONORS NEEDED! 
Healthy 







































B ARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Make up to $300 












Call now 1-800-714-4060 
I SAW U 




Free Checking account 
Obviously 
smart Wanna buy 
me a 
coffee  with some of 
the 
cash you save 
from not paying 
monthly
 fees? Same place next 
Tuesday? FDIC insured 





Efficient  Exact 
Familiar  with APA Cniagr 
SivieS 
ESL 
















its 8 Reed Streets 
WWW SunciayFnenas
 org 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
Student Educators




 Dept are 
looking





 the SJSU  
i'ommunity  
about health 
issues  For more 010 
stop by the 
Health
 Bioq Rm 209 






Nw cpt 8 paint WO 
hkups




:Channel  1, 





 7 p.m. . The 
game can be 
heard live on KLIV (1590 -AM,
 San Jose) 
with 
a pre -game 
show
 beginning at 
630 p.m. The 
game
 can also be heard on 













 game live ... 
The 
Cardinal leads the series, 
45-13-1.  Stanford 
has won
 the last three meetings between
 the 
two teams. The 
Spartans'
 last victory in the 
series
 
was a 4)-27 win 
at
 Stanbird 







TIRED OF SHARING 
A BATHROOM?? 
Come
 see our 
huge  
2 bedroom 2 full bath 
over 1000 so 
foot apartment 
Walking 



















ROOMS for RENT. Convenient 
location 
We are taking applica-
hons for rooms 
available on 
So 13th St  near 
Alum Rock 
Ave This is close to San Jose 
State 
University  near the heart 
of San Jose You'll be within 
walking  distance to enioying 
many





private  entrances 
Each  
room
 offers a private 
full
 bath 
individual  air conditioning and a 




be available at an 
additional  
cost





pets Excellent value 4 
5575/  
mo 
All util paid No Deposit 
Required Building run 
by pro-













 a free 3 -
month parking 
pass
 8. a tree 
copy of their credit 
report 
FREE/ FIRST 
MONTH  RENT?! 































 muss cau.4011-924-3277 
Pnnt your ad 
here.  Line 




 numbers, punctuation & 



















Rase eoesses SI to ewe eseserre mr ad 
Roe oweaser ea as secs MISSIBMI dad 
20  cormsoulve i s e r M e l 
IQ%cl
 
40  consmuaw Nam mcMos SO% oa 
50
  ammusim muss Noon 21% 
ci 
Iseei roes amp, le ewes Pre Corey adiseleses 
ewe er/SM awdsem seiM Inseam. 
Ars1 Me 
bele
 ex no efts ohne up M 25 meow 
Adasonal words IWO to am in IMO Wpo m pm 
ad dolga of
 
















 Medi ix maw 
order

















10:00  a nt Iwo imaNalass






























































2 BLKS TO SJSU. 2BD 






A-Julian 61095 No 
pets New 




Lease  BOb 
Basso-RJP
 









PRIVATE RM near SJSU Lt 
Rail Quiet Kitchen Privileges 
$450rmo dap No 
smoking  




































 and wet 







































49 Some newlyweds 
50 Priggish 






57 Not tor 
or against 
60 



















73 Kind of elevator 
74 Bad
 or good sign 
DOWN
 




PREVIOUS  PUZZLE SOLVED 
AVER ATLAS CARP 









A. : .D A F.U.L Y 














N.A. T C . A .G.E 





















SAND SAND EEDY TEES 
04 ?Nu of,,ted SynIK 
3 
Actress





5 Airport arrival 






































































58 Washstand ilem 
59 Darin s 
daughter
 
61 Beg pardon, 








66 The Greatest' 










































money  on 
furnishing
 
your college crib 
SVE02234658-04 
Form
 Approved by IKEA / 
wwwikeofinancialaid.com  





 to furnish 
their dorm 
room
 is subject to 
high prices or really
 bad milk crate and cinder block
 furniture. 
APPLICANT







IKIA OAST PALO ALTO 1700 
E.
 Bayshore Rd (650) 323-4532 
Mon -Fri: 10am-9pm, Sat: 9am-9pm, Sun- 10am-9pm 
IKIA 
IAIIRTVILLI
 4400 SheIlmound St. (510) 420-4532 
Mon -Fri. 10am-9pm, Sat: 9am-9pm, Sun. 10am-9pm 
2004 2005 
2006 
Sex: MALE FEMALE 




















Did  you 
choose
 this 
school  based 
on an advantageous  male to female 
ratio?  YES NO 
2. Does your school rank in 
the  "party school" top ten? 
YES  NO 
3. Do you like 
experimenting  with new things? YES NO 
If 
you  
answered  YES 
on the
 





 NO, you 







Does  studying 
cut into your talking -to
-people
 time? 






3. Do you heart
 studying? 
If you 
answered  YES to 





 for your 
parents




YES  NO 
YES NO 









sq/ft Window: YES NO 


































Enter to win an IKEA E1000 Furniture Scholarship 












 Don't be 
surprised
 if 
you  win furniture that will dress
 up your 
dorm  for as long 
as your expected













 c.r.e.a.m., dead 
presidents, etc.). More cash that you can spend on 
an ice cream float 
with  friends.
 And some pizza. And 
chicken
 
wings.  And 
a 
burrito 
as big as your head.
 After


























Promissory  Note 
Promise to save: I 
promise  to 
save 









furniture.  All savings 
under 
the 





 may occur 
with  
IKEA 





 may increase 
my
 
ability  to do












money for a 











frequency  of 










the savings  I 










certifies  that I have read,





 stores  
are my best bet 














 for °Rio& rules No 
purchase




mow.,  assembly 
*Inter 
IKEA 
Systems  B V 2004 
Visit  us 














 le 5 (.(01, 
